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Abstract—We present an adaptive framework to assist users
in making more value-sensitive decisions during their (runtime)
use of software. The framework enables users to (i) represent,
instantiate, and monitor their values and behaviour; (ii) un-
derstand mismatches between stated values and their observed
behaviour; and (iii) recommend ways to align users’ values and
behaviour. We built a values shopping basket tool to illustrate and
demonstrate the adaptive framework in the food consumption
domain, a sector that is rich in values and regularly undergoes
reflection and debate.

Index Terms—Values@Runtime, operationalisation, adapta-
tion, recommendations, reflection

General Abstract - Society is pondering the values it cher-
ishes, and users increasingly find themselves reflecting on
which values are important to them. With software playing a
crucial role in society and having a significant impact on how
we live, the way we engineer and use software must take into
account those values. In this paper we present a framework
to support users to articulate, measure, and reflect on their
values as they interact with software systems. The rationale
is that users gain better understanding of their values as they
experience, reflect and learn about them, when making deci-
sions mediated by software. We demonstrate our framework
through a values shopping basket prototype that enables users
to specify, reflect, and make value-sensitive decisions during
food purchase.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent work has promoted the need to consider ethics [1]
and values [2] during the development of software systems.
As outlined by Mougouei et al. [3] “people are demanding
that practitioners align technologies with human values”. Some
approaches have been proposed to assess and study values
in software engineering [4], to incorporate social values in
software design patterns [5], and to measure the impact of
values in requirements engineering activities [6]. Values are
well studied in human-computer interaction and information
systems [7] [8]. Existing approaches focus on early stages of
the development process [9], with little attention given to the
satisfaction of values in deployed software systems.

In this paper we complement existing approaches by con-
sidering values during runtime operation of software systems
in general, and user-centric software in particular. We seek
to show how software can help users articulate, measure and

reflect on their values at runtime. It is common for users to
gain better understanding of their values as they experience,
reflect and learn more about them [10].

We propose the notion of Values@Runtime, in which values
are better understood at runtime, building on the concepts
of Models@Runtime [11] and Requirements@Runtime [12]
that aim to deal with uncertainty by delaying some decisions
until software is in operation. In Values@Runtime adaptation
is configured for and together with users rather than by the
software system alone. The adaptive process aims to engage
users and to support learning about models of users’ values.

We propose an adaptive framework for operationalising
values during runtime in user-centric applications. In this
framework we provide values instantiation as a means of
representing the concrete actions that users associate with
values [13]. Our adaptive framework supports values opera-
tionalisation in terms of (i) representation, instantiation, and
monitoring of values and behaviour; (ii) understanding existing
mismatches between values and users’ behaviour based on
analysis; and (iii) recommending ways to align values and
behaviour as well as reflecting on the recommendations.

The operationalisation characteristics of our work were
influenced by using a prototype software values shopping
basket that we developed to assist users in making value-
sensitive decisions at runtime. We investigate mismatches
between values stated by users and how users behave relative
to those values in the food consumption domain; a domain
rich in values, and which regularly undergoes reflection and
debate.

Our framework seeks to achieve the following objectives:
(1) refine values descriptions into domain-specific attributes
to enable reasoning about them; (2) instantiate values based
on users’ understanding; (3) monitor users’ behaviour with
respect to instantiated values; (4) identify mismatches between
instantiated values and users’ behaviour; (5) support values
and behaviour alignment through recommendations; and (6)
reflect on recommendations.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion II reviews related work. Section III presents our adaptive
framework for operationalising values during runtime. Sec-
tion IV introduces our case study of a values shopping basket.
Finally, Section V discusses the work and future directions.



II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The role of values in the design of software technology has
received significant recent attention [9]. A thorough review is
beyond the scope of this short paper. We summarise below the
most relevant work.

Human values denote life goals which establish what is
important to a person [14]. Schwartz identified ten universal
values categories organised to reflect congruence and conflict
between values. Maio et al. [15] develop values from abstract
concepts to more concrete instantiations by associating val-
ues, attitudes and behaviours. They suggest values as mental
representations which can be studied at three interconnected
levels: (i) the system level, by which values are connected to
each other (Schwartz’s model); (ii) the abstract level, which
comprises the importance that people attach to the abstract
concepts; and (iii) the instantiation level, which includes spe-
cific situations, issues, and behaviors relevant to values [15].
We build on this work to identify mismatches and align stated
values with observed behaviour.

In value-based requirements engineering [16] values are
seen as personal attitudes and beliefs which influence func-
tional and non-functional requirements. Human values are
treated as software requirements, specifically as softgoals or
non-functional requirements [17]. Ferrario et al. [18] argue
that complex ‘wicked’ problems such as sustainability should
be treated as softgoals, not as functional requirements.

Several approaches promote the importance of considering
human values during the development of software sys-
tems and we refer interested readers to the comprehensive
recent survey paper [9]. The authors highlight that existing
approaches support values operationalisation in early stages
of software development (requirements and design), but later
stages (implementation and testing) still need attention.

In values-first software engineering, developers are
prompted to “understand the values driving SE and encourage
values reflection before attempting to operationalise human
values” [18]. Winter et al. [4] highlight the need to study
values at the instantiation level, where values are linked to
behaviour, and propose the use of Values Q-sort [4], which
requires participants to rank statements based on their agree-
ment with them. Their study highlights how, at design time,
value instantiations are hard to elicit, and become often generic
and abstract, only providing insight into espoused attitudes
and behaviours, and not indicative of the actual behaviour.
This paper supports the instantiation level and proposes an
adaptive framework where values are continuously articulated,
measured, reflected upon, and refined (Values@Runtime). The
rationale is from the fact that values are better understood in
situ, i.e., when users are making value-sensitive choices.

In value sensitive design [19] researchers identify values
of ethical importance using scenarios and storyboarding to
elicit user attitudes and feelings during design processes. A
framework of conceptual, empirical and technical investiga-
tions is used to help determine and elicit values, translate them
into design requirements, and then prototype for feedback

and technical evaluation. Asikis et al. [20] propose a value-
sensitive design approach that considers users’ sustainability
preferences and match them with consumption products.

The adaptive framework we propose complements the no-
tion of operationalising values in software by providing align-
ment and reflection of users’ values while users are engaging
with the software. It measures user behaviour according to
their stated values, allowing users to become aware of their
own values. An exploratory study focusing on eliciting human
values of general health and eHealth apps end users [21] found
that domain context is important for values elicitation tools.

Applications now exist to support users purchasing sustain-
able food [22] and managing their diet and lifestyle [8]. They
also support businesses and producers to manage supply and
demand [23] and to provide an efficient and controlled pro-
duction [24]. Although users may have values that influence
their food choices, they may be unable to act due to lack of
adequate information. Even though consumers are becoming
better informed about the many issues that can arise in the
food supply and demand chain, they may not be able to access
specific information sources with the power to inform value-
based purchasing behaviour. The Good Shopping Guide [25]
and Ethical Consumer [26] provide online tools to support
users to meet their values in their shopping experiences.
However, they do not support the provision of values related
information that is specific to a particular user/consumer.

The adaptive framework for Values@Runtime proposed in
this paper overcomes the above drawbacks by providing a
framework in which users instantiate values based on their
understanding and become aware of when they are fulfilling
or contradicting their values during product consumption.

III. VALUE ADAPTIVE FRAMEWORK

Operationalising values is defined as “the process of iden-
tifying human values and translating them to accessible and
concrete concepts so that they can be implemented, validated,
verified, and measured in software” [9]. Our framework com-
plements the above definition to represent, monitor, match,
align, recommend, and reflect on values during runtime oper-
ation of user-centric software systems.

We focus on systems where users make choices based on
their values. Those choices involve products characterised by
attributes that can be linked to values. Our operationalisation
of values follows the MAPE-K loop [27], which iterates
through monitoring (M), analysis (A), planning (P), and exe-
cution (E) over a knowledge base (K), to adapt the response
of the system to information gathered at runtime.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the framework, with its
main functions represented in blue and the data generated and
used by these functions represented by arrows. The framework
monitors the observed behaviour of users with respect to
their stated values and product choices ❶. Values are then
analysed in order to identify any mismatches between the
values stated by the user and their behaviour ❷. When a
mismatch is identified, the framework informs the user about
the discrepancy and recommends substitutions of products that
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Fig. 1: Adaptive framework for operationalising values

are more aligned with the stated values ❸. The choices of
products and product substitutions are presented to the users as
recommendations to enable users to reflect on their behaviour
regarding their values ❹. Reflection enables users to articulate
their values better in future system iterations.

Creating Knowledge. Values can be described at different
levels namely: system, abstract, or instantiation [15]. We com-
plement this notion and advocate that value operationalisation
requires finer grained descriptions of values (i.e., refinement)
in terms of attributes characterising them. These attributes
need to be instantiated with concrete content to support
measuring values satisfiability. For example, sustainability is a
high level value that needs to be refined by attributes such as
seasonal, organic, animal welfare, distance of travel, locally-
sourced, or renewability. Each of these attributes needs to be
instantiated depending on the user and the situation. Locally-
sourced food may mean an item produced in the same region
to one user, and in the same country to another; distance of
travel may be 500 miles at most for one user, and 12,000 miles
for another.

The finer grained descriptions of values and their instanti-
ations are grounded to specific domains. Sustainability in the
food domain may relate to seasonality and animal welfare,
while in the energy domain it may relate to renewability. The
types of attributes characterising values in a domain may also
vary from one user to another. For example, sustainability
in the food domain may mean seasonal and locally-sourced
food to one user, but it may mean animal welfare and organic
production to another user. Within a domain, the attributes
characterising a value for a user may also change over time
depending on the user’s experience, reflection, and learning.
For a user, sustainability in the food domain may relate to
seasonality and animal welfare. However, as the user makes
decisions about food products, s/he may realise that the
source of a product becomes an important parameter and,
therefore, locally-sourced food should be added as an attribute
to characterise sustainability for this user.

The attributes and instantiations of values are also context-

dependent and product-dependent. As an example of context-
dependent value, a user may have different preferences when
eating at home and when eating at a restaurant: a vegan user
may eat vegetarian if eating with friends at a restaurant. As an
example of product-dependent value, a user may only consume
locally-sourced products overall, but is prepared to consume
wine from different parts of the world.

To relate users’ values to available products it is also
necessary to describe products using similar, but not neces-
sarily the same, attributes. These attributes are also domain-
dependent, may vary among products, and may change over
time. A food product needs to hold information about its
availability, organic level, distance of travel, or location of
production. A user may define sustainability in terms of
seasonality, but in a product this is characterised by the product
being in season.

Monitoring and Matching. Existing monitoring approaches
support observation of well-defined system requirements and
how they are satisfied by the system [28]. However, it is nec-
essary to develop new value-sensitive monitoring techniques
that consider the behaviour of users, or group of users, with
respect to their values. The results of the monitoring activity
may identify new values associated with the users.

In our adaptive framework, the stated values and observed
behaviour are used in the matching and alignment activities.
The observed behaviour can also influence changes in the
descriptions of stated values (attributes and instantiations).
The framework supports matching of (i) users’ values and
products’ attributes, and (ii) values stated by the users and
observed users’ behaviour with the system.

Given that several attributes and measures are involved
in the refinement and instantiation of users’ values and the
attributes of products, and that some of those attributes may
not exist for specific products, matching stated values with
products’ attributes and matching stated values and observed
behaviour needs to support the challenges of dealing with
multiple criteria, uncertainty, and incompleteness.

The calculation of matching may be different for distinct
types of values. For example, the matching for a value type
may depend on the existence of one of its attributes (e.g., non-
dairy products), while for another value type the matching may
be calculated by the average scores of several attributes (e.g.,
animal welfare and distance of travel). Mismatches or conflicts
may arise between stated values and observed behaviour. A
user may instantiate sustainability in terms of seasonality of
products, but may still buy/eat some products out of season.

Aligning and Reflecting. In order to deal with the mis-
matches or conflicts between stated values and observed
behaviour, the framework provides recommendations to users.
These recommendations range from information about how the
stated values conflict with users’ behaviour, to lists of products
that better match the stated values of the users, and information
about how the users can adapt their stated values.

The recommendations consider the matching of products
with users’ values and are based on earlier work [29] to



provide alternatives for users to satisfice and align their values.
The aim is to provide users with values-sensitive insights into
their behaviour at the micro-level i.e., when they are making
choices about products; and at the macro-level, i.e., when
they are making choices over multiple products. At the micro-
level, users are alerted and made aware of any deviations from
their stated values while they are making the choice. At the
macro-level, users are invited to reflect on patterns of their
behaviour to consider revising how they articulate their values.
Recommendations are used to engage users to have control,
set their own goals, and make their own decisions, which is
paramount for software supporting behavioural changes [30].

IV. VALUES SHOPPING BASKET: A CASE STUDY

In order to illustrate our framework we developed a values
shopping basket (VSB) tool. We used VSB to assist us in
identifying the characteristics of an adaptive framework for
operationalising values during runtime, and as a proof of
concept to illustrate the approach. We implemented VSB as a
mobile application to support food purchase. In the following,
we illustrate the functions of the framework in this context.

Creating Knowledge. Although there are several values rel-
evant to the food domain, we built upon the Food Ethics
Council Framework [31] and selected three types of values,
namely: sustainability, culture, and social good. We refined
each of these values into several attributes, as illustrated in
Table I. These attributes are not exhaustive and were selected
due to available information in existing food products. The tool
supports users to instantiate attributes of values in different
ways. For example, in the case of culture, users specify if the
ingredients in a product are part of their diet. For sustainability
and social good, users are requested to score the importance
of each attribute associated with the value in a 10-point Likert
scale, or provide specific measures for the attributes when
applicable (e.g., distance ⩽ 1500 miles). Users can also specify
some attributes as hard constraints.

TABLE I: Exemplar Values and Associated Attributes

Value Example Attributes

Culture Vegetarian, Kosher, Halal, Pescatarian, No beef, No caffeine
Sustainability Organic, Recyclable packaging, Travel distance
Social good Fair trade, Rainforest Alliance certificate, Charity funding

Monitoring and Matching. The matching of values with
products is based on scores measuring the satisfiability of the
attributes of products with respect to the attributes associated
with users’ values. This satisfiability is calculated in different
ways depending on the values type. For culture, the satisfiabil-
ity is calculated based on the presence/abscence of ingredients
specified by a user. For sustainability and social good, the
satisfiability is calculated by the weighted average of users’
scores in the 10-point Likert scale. The observed behaviour
of users is inferred by monitoring the history of purchased
products and how these products satisfy stated values.

Aligning and Reflecting. In the tool, the alignment of values
is supported by (i) informing the users how a purchased

product satisfies or conflicts with their values, and (ii) recom-
mending alternative products that better match with the user’s
values. To inform the user, VSB displays the satisfiability
scores of a product and all the history of purchases of a
user. To provide users with a list of recommended products
that better match their stated values, the tool carries out a
search for product attributes that maximise the satisfiability
scores associated with sustainability, culture, and social good.
We formulated this search as a Multi-Objective Constrained
Optimisation Problem [32]. A solution to this optimisation
problem is a list of products whose attributes maximise the
satisfiability scores of the stated values.

The users can reflect on the recommendations from the tool
and gain insights into their behaviour. Users can respond by: (i)
doing nothing and continuing to satisfy or conflict their values,
(ii) following the recommendations and behaving in a way
that aligns with their values (e.g., stop purchasing products
that are not locally-sourced); or (iii) updating the description
and understanding of their values (e.g., instantiating a different
measure for distance of travel). The tool has demonstrated
several characteristics of the adaptive framework. Currently,
we are expanding the values shopping basket to support other
types of values and to be used in different application domains.

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The framework we propose in this paper aims to enable
users to articulate and reflect on their values, by highlighting
the alignment or mismatches between those values and users’
behaviour while making choices. Going forward is also in-
tended to provide software engineers with a concrete use case
from which to value-aware software development processes
and architectural patterns can be derived.

Conflicts & Tradeoffs. The current version of the frame-
work specifically measures values of sustainability, culture
and social good, but we acknowledge that there may exist
conflicts with other types of values and other stakeholders, as
well as (un)conscious value tradeoffs by the users. Conflicts
can arise due to prioritisation of other values which can
challenge compliance to stated values (e.g., sustainability vs.
power) [14]. Other factors such as cost and availability may
contribute to user observed behaviour. The framework supports
users in reflecting about their choices in relation to their
values while they are responsible for making those choices.
These choices will contribute to creating new knowledge and
supporting users to refine their values. We plan to explore
further how to engage users in refining those values.

Users & Organisations. While we focused on users’ values,
there may exist conflicts with other stakeholders such as (food)
organisations. These organisations maybe unable to meet the
instantiated values or the attributes desired by the users in their
products, or have different values from the users (e.g., profit).
In these cases, the framework may empower users to act on
their values and decide on the organisations with which to
interact. We will extend the framework to incorporate values



of organisations and reason about conflicting values between
users and organisations.

Uncertainty. The framework relies on available data about
products’ attributes for value instantiations [15]. Assuming
that we represent values with relevant products’ attributes
at design time, these attributes and how they are associated
with specific values will evolve. The framework will need
to respond to incomplete or missing data. We anticipate
Values@Runtime content to evolve based on users’ input to
modify and add other attributes associated with the product as
more knowledge is created. It may be possible to extract some
attributes automatically, or to obtain these attributes as a result
of users’ input. We plan to establish and build knowledge on
how these attributes change to deal with uncertainty.

Mapping values and behaviour. The proposed framework
aims to help users reflect on the alignment of their stated
values and their behaviour by making those values explicit, and
observing and recording value choices. Users can reflect on
the values and behaviour and take appropriate decisions. They
can restate their values, change their behaviour, or recognise
situations in which mismatches between stated values and
behaviour are acceptable. The framework aims to raise users’
awareness and help them reflect on their stated values and
behaviour, while keeping their agency and deciding whether
to change or maintain their stated values or behaviour.

Generalisation. Values remain subjective and instantiating
values requires domain knowledge and specificity. We are
investigating the use of the framework in other domains such
as values in the workplace. We welcome participation and
inquiry from users, researchers, and other stakeholders within
and beyond the boundaries of the food domain.
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